Micro Case Study
Contact Center

KCELL’S CONTACT CENTER INTRODUCES
DEDICATED ‘NPS CALLBACK TEAM’ TO
REDUCE CHURN & AT-RISK CUSTOMERS
“With the ResponseTek Listening Platform, we are now able to identify
our detractors, and implement operational changes to close the loop
with these customers. Having realtime access to our customer feedback
helps us understand our current problem gaps and identifies areas for us
to focus improvements.” – Gulfanu Yergaliyeva, CX Expert KCELL
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Program Adoption

Given a corporate mandate to prioritize customer experience
initiatives across the TeliaSonera Eurasia umbrella, KCell introduced
the ResponseTek Listening1Platform across their operations in
Kazakhstan. As a result of the new mandate, KCell took it upon
themselves to introduce a variety of measures and tactics to
enhance customer experience driven priorities.

Operational Changes
Driven by Customer
Experience

Using the ResponseTek Listening Platform, KCell can now identify
their happiest customers (promoters) and their least happiest or
at-risk customers (detractors). A detractor is defined as a customer
that rates either a 1, 2 or 3 regarding their likelihood to recommend
a product/service to another on a feedback survey using Net
Promoter Score®.

Key Results
90,000 detractors
identified
55% increase in
customer callback rate
Maximum 48 hour
callback window

Identifying Customers

Implementing Callbacks

KCell introduced a callback program to call back detractors to help
rectify their poor experience. In the first 12 months of program
operation, they were calling back, on average, 40% of their
identified detractors based on those that were deemed high risk
and of high value to the organization.

Program Improvements

Under KCell’s new customer experience initiatives, they introduced
a goal to call back up to 95% of identified detractors, that is a 55%
increase in the volume of callbacks their agents were originally
conducting. In order to make this goal a reality, they introduced
a new ‘NPS Callback Team‘. This is a 5-agent team whose sole
responsibility is to call back detractors within a 48 hour window in
order to close the loop with the customer.

Ongoing Commitment

KCell has also introduced a new NPS Steering Committee made up
of the CEO and Departmental Directors responsible for customer
experience improvements that meet every two weeks. The
committee’s role is to discuss customer experience problems, and
come up with realistic solutions. In fact, the idea to have a dedicated
team to conduct callbacks originated from this very committee.
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